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Collection of Fortelock tile prints  



A FLOOR LIKE NO ONE ELSE HAS

PRINT

Liven up your space with a uniquely imprinted tile.

The innovative Fortelock Print collection is a robustly designed, 100% recyclable floor solution that goes 

well in any interior.

Fortelock Print PVC floor tiles are good for:

• Fairs and other short-term exhibition premises

• Inside garages and warehouses outside the main traffic corridor 

• Home interiors - walk-in closets, studies

• Showrooms and designer salons

Enjoy the perfect combination of diverse designer surfaces, the practical toughness of Fortelock tiles and 

affordability

Design according to your wishes 

GRANIT
An imaginative print can visually break the solid surface of monochromatic Fortelock tiles. It gives you 

an elegant design underlining the atmosphere of any space. Choose from a collection of six designs and 

forget about ordinariness.

MAX
Would you like to have highly durable grass, pebbles, or carpet on the floor of your garage, workshop, 

store or changing room? The impossible has become reality. Choose from a collection of elaborate themes 

for full-printed tiles. You can depend on a design tuned to the last detail. Surprise your surroundings and 

treat yourself to something original.

CUSTOM
The custom prints of Fortelock tiles can be used not only for warning signs, symbols and logos, but also 

as full-printed tiles. Add lines to your car park, protect your employees with warning symbols on the floor,  

or treat yourself to your own logo. Give us your theme and we will create the floor of your dreams. The 

ideas are limitless. 



GRANITE COLLECTION
Fine-grained and coarse-grained design



Color
GREY

Color
GRAPHITE

Color
BLACK

Color
ECO GREY

Color
ECO BLACK

Print 01 Print 02 Print 03 Print 04 Print 05 Print 06

Type of tile Fortelock INDUSTRY Fortelock XL Fortelock INVISIBLE

Skin Snake skin Snake skin

X

X

X

Pattern

Treatment  
of the surface  
layer

Color of tiles

Print PU (UV varnish) Dr. Schutz CC Secura paint Dr. Schutz CC Secura paint

ECO BLACK, ECO GREY,
BLACK, GRAPHITE, GREY

ECO BLACK, ECO GREY,
BLACK, GRAPHITE, GREY

ECO BLACK, ECO GREY,
BLACK, GRAPHITE, GREY



Print 01, FL Invisible type, color GRAPHITE

Print 02, FL INDUSTRY type, color BLACK

Print 04, FL Industry type, Color ECO BLACK

Print 05, FL Invisible type, color GREY

Print 03, FL Invisible type, Color ECO GREY

We will lend you 5 m2 of floor
Not sure if a granite theme will suit your interior? We will lend you  

5 m2 so you can try the tiles for yourself at home.

Contact our dealers about the details.

Print 06

Print 06, FL Industry type, color Graphite

SAMPLE OF SELECTED PRINTS FOR THE WHOLE TILE 



MAX COLLECTION
The perfect combination of floor design 

and tough PVC tiles



Type of tile Fortelock INDUSTRY

Skin

Print PU 
(UV varnish)

Pattern Treatment of the surface layer Color of tile

WHITE

MAX COLLECTION
With this solution, you no longer have to compromise. Choose the type of flooring that 

makes your space the hallmark of unusual design and originality. With our high-resolu-

tion printing technology, you will hardly be able to tell the difference from the real thing. 

Vibrant floor colors like never before! 

Discover other benefits of these attractive floors and enjoy our wide range of decors.

Nothing from our  
MAX collection?
Make your own design, the Custom 

collection is here just for you.

We will fulfill all your dreams.

Concrete print light Concrete print dark Copper print

Forest print Grass print Camouflage print

Gravel print



CUSTOM COLLECTION
Custom print   |   brands, logos, signs, full-printed 



CUSTOM COLLECTION
Custom print   |   brands, logos, signs, full-printed 

Fortelock tiles can be used not only for warning signs, symbols and logos, but also as full-printed tiles. Give us your theme and 

we will create the floor of your dreams. The ideas are limitless.

BRANDS, LOGOS, SIGNS, FULL-PRINTED

Type of tile Fortelock INDUSTRY

Skin

Print PU 
(UV varnish)

ECO BLACK
ECO GREY

BLACK
GRAPHITE

GREY

Pattern Treatment of the  
surface layer

Color of the tile Type of print

WHITE

Logo
Text

Brand

Large format print

Did you know that...
... PVC tiles can be mounted on a wall to protect the lower part adjacent to the floor? 

Tiles printed with caution or informational pictograms can be used for this purpose. 



Order Fortelock PVC printed tiles
Please provide us with as many details as possible in your order - placement, font, size, number of printed 

tiles, range of the print. Send the desired file for printing or choose from our gallery. After processing, we 

will send you a preview for approval. Your order, including tiles without an imprint, will await approval of the 

graphic design of the printed tiles.

If you would like to have a proof print made in order to test the color, you can arrange it with your dealer. The 

price of the proof print is set at 1,000 CZK per sample for 1 tile. The price for shipping will be charged separa-

tely. If the colors are approved, you can keep the sample and you will be billed the price of 1 tile.

The durability of the print on Fortelock PVC tiles depends on the intensity of using the floor in the space 

and the treatment of the surface.

Technical details

The print on Fortelock Invisible and XL tiles can be amplified with a deep structure on the surface that will 

be visible to the eye and touch. This pattern is treated after manufacture with a protective dispersion from 

Dr. Schutz CC Secura. The floor is thus protected, the adhesion of dirt limited and daily cleaning becomes 

greatly simplified.

The print of Fortelock Industry done with the Skin pattern is cured using a 100% colorless and dry varnish 

applied in several layers. This creates a protective film on the surface of the print, providing increased wear 

resistance.

Business information

The wear of the print is not considered grounds for initiating a complaint. We therefore recommend that 

you check the quality of the print immediately after receiving your shipment. To preserve the print for as 

long as possible, abrasive cleaners and highly concentrated detergents should not be used for cleaning 

the tiles. The print will dissolve under their effects and solvent-based cleaners may even degrade the ori-

ginal surface of the tile. We recommend cleaning with water and ordinary soap.

We are very protective of trademarks. We will be happy to prepare any print of Fortelock tiles, but on con-

dition that you deliver the print designs to us yourself and declare that you are authorized to deal with the 

trademark to this end and you are aware of the possible consequences. Otherwise, feel free to choose any 

of the prints in our range.

Imprinted tile without surface  

treatment and its soiling after  

6 weeks of normal use without  

intermediate cleaning 

Tile after the first cleaning Tile after the first cleaning and 

painting with Schutz CC Secura

PRINT


